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Like much that is written on any sub-
ject, tradition often triumphs over fact.
Robert Ball Hughes and his contributions
to coin design are no exception.  Most ref-
erences books pigeon-hole Hughes as a min-
imalist artist, ignoring much of his work in
other genres. This is very misleading at best.
Although Hughes performed cameo work
on commission, he was a preeminent sculp-
tor and was perhaps more famous for having
introduced pyrography to America (taking a
red-hot poker and burning images into
wood) than for his minimalist work. In fact,
Hughes was the first person in America to
produce a life-size marble statue and a life-
size bronze casting!1 It likely was his fame for
these large sculptured works, as much as or
more so than for his minimalist work, that
persuaded Mint Director Robert Patterson
to hire Ball Hughes to redo Christian Gob-
recht’s Liberty Seated motifs. (In art circles,
he is known as Ball Hughes and signed most
of his works with that signage, although in
numismatics, he is always referred to as
Robert Ball Hughes.)

Born on January 19, 1806 in London,
young Hughes was a precocious talent. His

mother noticed that her candles were always
missing wax and soon realized that her son
was using it to create wax sculptures. His
parents recognized his budding talent, so he
was encouraged in the arts and began his
sculpting career in his teens. When he mar-
ried in 1829, he took his bride to the States
for an extended honeymoon, fell in love
with America, and never returned to Lon-
don. Initially, he settled in New York City,
but when he saw Dorchester, Massachusetts,
he was so reminded of his homeland that he
moved there permanently in the 1830s. He
moved into his final Dorchester residence,
“Sunnyside” at 3 School Street, in 1851
where he lived until his death in 1868. He
and his wife entertained celebrities on nu-
merous occasions, including Charles Dick-
ens.  Today, the city of Dorchester lists the
house on its list of the ten most endangered
historically significant buildings.

When Hughes was hired as a second
engraver for the United States Mint in late
1839, Christian Gobrecht was not yet the
chief engraver (William Kneass died in 1840
and Gobrecht was then appointed to the po-
sition of Chief Engraver). Gobrecht supplied

punches for the Mint in the 1820s and ac-
tually did contract work during that time.
When Chief Engraver William Kneass had
a stroke and became incapacitated in 1835,
Gobrecht was hired as a second engraver.
However, Gobrecht was the de facto chief en-
graver. From 1836 to 1839 nearly every coin
design was from his hand. It seems that
health problems beset Gobrecht at this time,
and the author suspects that none of the 
coin designs after 1840 were produced by 
Gobrecht.

The hiring of Robert Ball Hughes in
late 1839 (Hughes even moved temporarily
to Philadelphia) indicates that Gobrecht’s
skills must have been diminished by some ill-
ness or advancing age, further reinforced by
his passing a few years later (1844). Chris-
tian Gobrecht has traditionally been credited
with all the coin designs through 1844, the
year he died, while Hughes has long been
credited with adding the drapery to the Go-
brecht Liberty Seated motif. The author feels
that the last Gobrecht designs were the large
cents of 18392 and the 1839 half eagle. The
coins attributed to him in the past (1840
Coronet half cent, 1843 Mature Head large
cent, 1840 quarter eagle, 1840 half eagle,
and the second type of 1839 eagle) likely all
are the product of Hughes, in the opinion of
the author. The style is different than Gob-
recht’s Liberty head on the obverse. The
feathers of the eagle are fine and evenly dis-
tributed on the Gobrecht coins, while those
of Hughes are rougher and unevenly spaced.
This difference in feather style is noted for
the quarters, half dollars, half eagles, and ea-
gles, while the leaf style of the half cents and
Reverse of 1843 large cents is noticeably dif-
ferent than Gobrecht’s leaves. The silver dol-
lar has always been credited to Robert Ball
Hughes and those reverses below attributed
to Hughes have the same style feathers as the
Liberty Seated dollar. Hughes’ artistic style
of rendering feathers contrasts with the 1836
and 1839 Gobrecht dollar reverse feathers,
which are very smooth and evenly distrib-
uted, as noted.

The Mint made no big deal of this sit-
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In an 1891 column in The New England Magazine

entitled, “The Old Masters of Boston,” Samuel L Gerry wrote the

following words of praise about Ball Hughes:

And now flits across the memory a brilliant sculptor, whose familiar

face and tall figure were well known in our streets. Ball Hughes was

without controversy a genius, as is evidenced by his well-known

group of the Widow Wadman and Uncle Toby, and the fine statue

of Bowditch, both I think in the Art Museum. He was cut down in

the prime of life, yet not by the hand of death. Many knew him in

his later years by his poker drawings, which he did for small re-

turns. It was like “a giant cracking nuts.” We have never had in

Boston natural powers for art superior to his. In all his obliquities 

he was a gentleman.



uation, likely in deference to Gobrecht, who
was a popular and respected artist. Just as Kne-
ass was the official chief engraver, while Gob-
recht was the de facto designer during the last
years of the Kneass tenure, Hughes was the de
facto engraver from late 1839 until Gobrecht’s
death in 1844, when James Longacre was ap-
pointed chief engraver. It appears Hughes’ last
dies were the large cent obverse and reverse of
1843, the Head of 1843 with the so-called
Reverse of 1844 (it is actually the Re-
verse of 1843.) If a die is used in a par-
ticular year, that should be the year
for the design change, as the Head
of 1843 appeared in 1843, just as
the new reverse appeared in that
year, thus the author’s calling it the
Reverse of 1843. Similarly, the
Head of 1837 Large cent die first
appeared in 1837 (beaded versus
plain cords), although some numis-
matists refer to that design as the
Head of 1838. (See chart on page 19.)

Although we may never be one hun-
dred percent certain why Hughes was hired
to redo the Gobrecht Liberty Seated motif, the
strike for the Gobrecht’s No Drapery quarters
and half dollars may hold the clue. When
1836 Gobrecht silver dollars were struck in
late December of 1836 and again in March of
1837, there was no problem with striking
them. The superb Gobrecht dollar coins were
easily struck on the new steam-powered
knuckle action presses that were installed in
the Philadelphia Mint in 1836. Gobrecht dol-
lars have been considered Proofs by most nu-
mismatists since they were struck, so it has
been assumed that they were struck twice on
burnished blanks. After examining several
hundred 1836 and 1839 Gobrecht dollars, the
author has concluded that the Originals
(struck in December 1836 and March 1837
for the 1836-dated ones and 1839 for those
with that date) are just prooflike circulation
strikes (only the Restrikes are struck twice on
burnished blanks and truly are Proofs). Gob-

recht dollars were intended for circulation, but
the Mint probably wanted to make them as
spectacular looking as possible. However,
when 1838 No Drapery quarters and 1839
No Drapery half dollars were struck for circu-
lation, the 

Gobrecht designed dies did not strike up like
the 1836 and 1839 dollars. The author be-
lieves this was why Hughes was hired – to
produce a better struck coin. It does not
seem to be an artistic decision. The “round-
ness” of design of the Hughes With Drapery
coinage is an overlooked major change from
Gobrecht’s No Drapery issues. Even the
Proof No Drapery coinage is weakly struck.
The central portions of both the obverse and
reverse of these Proofs are missing detail.

Robert Ball Hughes is credited with in-
troducing a naturalistic style of sculpture to
America. While in New York City, he pro-
duced several important works including the
aforementioned life-size marble statue of

Alexander Hamilton, as well as one of New
York Governor Dewitt Clinton. After mov-
ing to Massachusetts, he began to cast in
bronze. In addition to working as a sculptor,
Hughes lectured publicly on art. His speak-
ing performances supplemented his income
as a sculptor, but they kept him from his
artistic labors. Hughes had a reputation for
work of exceptional quality, but he took on

more commissions than he could com-
plete. Hughes received an advance to

restore the statue of George Wash-
ington by Antonio Canova that had
been damaged in the fire that de-
stroyed the North Carolina capi-
tol building in 1831, but he did
no substantial work on the proj-
ect. Perhaps his work at the
Philadelphia Mint from 1839
through 1843 required so much

of his time that some other projects
were neglected. 

The Alexander Hamilton statue
(for which only plaster models remain,

now in the Metropolitan Museum in New
York) was destroyed in the Great Fire of
1835, which broke out on the night of De-
cember 16 and within 15 hours destroyed
virtually the entire downtown business dis-
trict, including the Merchants’ Exchange
(where the Hamilton statue had been erected
only eight months prior), the Post Office,
and more than half the city’s insurance com-
panies. This fire and earlier ones caused so
much destruction in New York that none of
the city’s earliest Dutch buildings remained
standing by the middle of the nineteenth
century. The Great Fire of 1835 caused un-
precedented damage, which resulted in re-
form of the city’s fire-fighting methods,
building codes, and fire insurance practices.

The fire started about nine o’clock in a
store filled with dry goods and hardware, but
the bitter December cold froze the water in
the fire hoses, cisterns, and wells. The re-
sulting water shortage, combined with a fierce
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1 – The life-size marble of Alexander Hamilton was destroyed in a fire only eight months after it was erected (see the story on the Great Fire of 1835
later in this article), while the life-size bronze casting of famous Bostonian Nathaniel Bowditch was placed on his grave and still exists today. It is pic-
tured later in this article along with information on the less-than-famous Bowditch.
2 – These are the so-called Booby and Silly Head large cents, which were only used in 1839, as well as the Head of 1839 large cent and the 1839 half
eagle with the head leaning forward (Coronet style) – likely the last coin designs by Gobrecht, as the upright head style seems to be the work of Hughes.
This conclusion was reached by working backwards. The Head of 1843 large cent (so-called Head of 1844) is undoubtedly the work of Hughes. Thus,
all the upright Coronet Head designs would be products of Robert Ball Hughes.

1852 Half Cent Obverse designed by 
Robert Ball Hughes 



Robert Ball Hughes (Continued from Page 17)

northerly wind that allowed the flames to jump from building to
building, impeded the efforts to combat the disaster. By the time it
was finally extinguished, the fire had demolished 674 buildings in the
city’s commercial heart, an area bounded by the East River nearly to
Broad Street and from Coenties Slip to Wall Street.

The destruction of the Merchants’ Exchange, the symbol of the
energetic growth of New York’s business community, seemed partic-
ularly crushing. “The splendid edifice,” wrote diarist and New York
mayor Philip Hone, “and one of the ornaments of the city and is now
a heap of ruins and when the dome of this edifice fell in, the sight
was awfully grand. In its fall it demolished the statue of Hamilton ex-
ecuted by Ball Hughes, which was erected in the rotunda only eight
months ago by the public spirit of the merchants.”

Ball Hughes Art

Bronze of John Watts 
(1749-1836)

State Senator from 
New York City

Circa 1830 by Ball Hughes

The bronze bust is part of the
permanent collection of the Met-
ropolitan Museum in New York
City. John Watts was a patriot
during the Revolutionary War and
later was elected to the New York
State Senate. This sculpture ex-
hibits the Roman-Greco style
clothing and hairstyle popular with
many artists of the day. It is reminiscence of the Roman Head Wash-
ington cent and other classically inspired coinage of the day.

“The Trumpeter”  – 1864 Pyrograph by Ball Hughes
"The Trumpeter" is a py-
rograph signed on the re-
verse by Ball Hughes and
dated 1864.  Hughes in-
troduced America to py-
rography, a technique
wherby a hot poker is
used to burn a picture
into wood.  This now
quaint art form was pop-
ular during the 19th cen-
tury, eventually evolving
into the more pedestrian
craft of today's wood-
burning kits.

Nathaniel Bowditch Bronze
Mount Auburn Cemetery, Cambridge, Massachusetts

1838 by Ball Hughes 

Nathaniel Bowditch, a noted Bostonian, died in 1838 and
was buried in Mount Auburn Cemetery, where a monument to
him was erected through public collections. The statue was the
first life-size bronze to be cast in America and was the creation of
Hughes. Bowditch was a mathematician and astronomer; his sem-
inal work, The New American Practical Navigator from 1802, is
considered the earliest important publication on this subject –
many consider him the father of modern maritime navigation.
Another of Ball Hughes’ works, the bust of Washington Irving, is
in the Dorchester Historical Society, while his bronze of famed
painter John Trumbull currently is on loan to the Metropolitan
Museum from the Yale University Art Gallery. Trumbull is well
known to numismatists, as the reverse of the Bicentennial two-
dollar bill depicts his painting of the Declaration of Independence
being presented to Congress by the five-man drafting committee.
In many previous citations, this Trumbull masterpiece has been
identified as depicting the signing
of the Declaration.  •
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